
CHAPTE,R 3

isa and Diana are in the hotel.

They are in Lisa's room. Lisa is looking out

of the window.
"Wow!" says Lisa. "This is a wonderful view'"

"That's Hyde Park," says Diana. "lt is very big'"

"l can also see a lake and some boats," says Lisa'

"That's the Serpentine Lake,".says Diana'

"t must take a picture," says LiSa. She is holding

her camera. "Photography is my hobby'"

"You can take a lot of pictures here in London,"

says Diana. "But now we must go to the hotel

lounge. The other finalists are waiting there'"
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isa and Diana are in the hotel lounge now. Nine
children are waiting there. They are all finalists in the

competition. Diana is introducing Lisa to them.
"This is Lisa," says Diana. "She is another finalist."
"Hi Lisa," says one boy. "My name is Sergio."

"l'm Lars," says another boy. "Welcome to London ,Lisa."
Lisa is shy. She is looking down and she is holding her

camera.
One girl goes near Lisa and says, "Hello Lisa. My name

is Nadia.That is a beautifulcamera."
"Thanks," says Lisa. "Photography is

my hobby."
'That's very interesting," says Nadia.

"Photography is my hobby, too. We can

take pictures together! "
"Are you ready, children?" asks Diana.

"We must go now."
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Chapter 3

Answer the questions'

Where are Lisa and Diana? ,

2 What ii ttre SerPentine?

3 Wlere can Lisa take Pictures?

4 Where must Lisa and Diana go?

,B. Lisa is writing a postcard to hrir parents' Some words are missing'

Can you find them?

A.
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Chapter 3

C. Find the missing words in the sentences. Then write the words in
the spaces under the exercise. The word in the box is the name of
a city.

t Lisa is L'. out of the window

2 Lisa can see some

3 Lisa is her camera

4 Lisa is taking a picture of ? Park.

5 Lisa's hobbv is

6 Ttre finalists are waiting in the 
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D. Which is the best title for this chapter?

I A room with a view

2 A walk in Hyde Park

3 Pictures of London

Dear Mum and Dad,

I am in mY '-.1 '',"," L

I can see

taking a lot of
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hapter 5
ChaPter 4

Are the sentences True or False? Write T or F in the boxes'

Lars and Sergio are finalists in the competition'

Lisa isn't shY.

Nadia likes Lisa's camera'

Nadia wants to take Lisa's Picture'

B. What happens in this ch4pter? Put the sentences in the correct

order.

Lisa meets Nadia' . ' '

Diana introduces'Lisa to the other' finalists'

The children are readY to go'

Lars and Sergio saY hello to Lisa'

The two girls talk about photography'

C. Compiete the sehtences with words from Chapter 4"

1 Lisa is a i I finalist in'the comprltition'

2 Lisais s

3 Lisa's camera is b

1 Lisa and Nadia can take pictures t 
'z

D.Saidaisanotherfrnalist.SheisintroducingherselftoLisa.What"'i.;; tuvi"gr Write inJhe bubl le'

A.

I

I

Answer the questions.

How long is the tube?
A.

1

2

3

4

2- What can the children do in Trafalgar Square?

3 How many lions are there in Trafalgar Square?

4 Who is taking Lisa's picture?

It. Label the picture.
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